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Abstract 

Magnetic chirality is an important knob in spintronics and can be engineered through structural 

symmetry breaking of magnetic thin film multilayers. The dynamics of chiral domain walls is 

determined by the cooperation of chiral contributions in the magnetic energy functional as well as 

in the dissipation tensor which need to be better controlled for the sake of the device applications. 

In this work, we performed a systematic study of magnetic field-induced magnetic bubble 

expansion in structural inversion asymmetric multilayers with different Pt thicknesses using polar 

magneto-optical Kerr microscopy. Asymmetric expansion of magnetic bubble is investigated in 

the creep regime as a function of in-plane and out-of-plane magnetic fields. The results reveal the 

competition between two key mechanisms governing the asymmetry in the field-driven domain 
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wall expansion, namely the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction and the chiral magnetic damping. 

The interplay between these two effects leads to the seemingly counterintuitive experimental 

signature, depending on the strength of the external magnetic field. The effective control on the 

bubble asymmetry expansion can be of great importance for future memory and multiplexer-based 

applications. 

Keywords: Chiral damping, Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction, magnetic bubble expansion, polar 

MOKE, creep motion, symmetry breaking   
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Introduction 

Magnetic domains are candidate building blocks for modern long-term magnetic data storage1-3. 

The out-of-plane magnetic domains with switchable magnetization direction are commonly used 

as binary memory bits for non-volatile devices4-6. The ultrahigh mobility of current-driven 

magnetic domain walls (DWs), recently, observed in non-centrosymmetric heterostructures7-9 

opening attractive opportunities for alternative storage and data transfer technologies such as the 

magnetic racetrack1,10. Hence, a precise understanding of the physical characteristic of the 

dynamics of magnetic DWs in such heterostructures can substantially enhance the performance of 

the magnetic device 11-15. The typical system (e.g., Pt/Co/AlOx) consists of a perpendicularly 

magnetized thin film embedded between two dissimilar metals shows current-driven high DW 

velocity up to 400 m/s 7,8. The high velocity is attributed to the cooperation between damping-like 

torque arising from the adjacent heavy metals and Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI) 

present at the interfaces16,17. The magnitude of the damping-like torque is normally assessed 

through spin-torque or spin-pumping measurements18-20, while the magnitude of the DMI is 

determined by the following ways. Various imaging techniques such as Nitrogen vacancy centers 

magnetometry21-23, scanning transmission X-ray microscopy24,  electron or X-ray holography25-28, 

and Lorentz microscopy29-32 allow for direct observation of the chirality of the DW, confirming 

that interfacial DMI favors Néel configuration over Bloch configuration33. Brillouin light 

scattering34-36 determines the momentum shift of counter-propagative spin waves through inelastic 

scattering. Finally, several methods have been proposed based on the dynamical characteristics of 

the DW motion. In the simplest model, DMI translates into an effective in-plane magnetic field, 

which can be determined by recording the velocity shift obtained when applying an external field 

or probing the asymmetric expansion of magnetic bubbles37-45. The asymmetric expansion in the 

magnetic bubble is driven by a small external magnetic field in the creep regime, i.e., a regime of 

motion dominated by thermal activation in the presence of a considerable disorder. However, the 

creep motion is a subtle regime of motion where energy dissipation plays a crucial role. Herein, 

we propose the symmetry breaking of the system translate into the emergence of a chiral 

contribution to the magnetic damping. To date, it remains unclear how DMI (chiral energy) and 

chiral damping (CD) compete with each other in the context of creep motion. In this article, we 

perform a systematic study of field and current-induced DW motion in multilayers with inversion 

symmetry breaking. We also suggest that both effects (DMI and CD) display quite different DW-
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velocity dependency on materials. As such, we propose that the asymmetric expansion of the 

magnetic bubble is dominated by either DMI or CD in opposite limits. 

Experimental 

Thin film multilayer of Ta(3 nm)/Pt(3 nm)/Co (0.6 nm)/Pt (dPt)/IrMn(3 nm) is deposited on 

thermally oxidized Si substrates using Singulus dc/rf magnetron sputtering. Here, dPt varies from 

0 to 1 nm for field-induced and 0 to 5 nm for current-induced DW motion studies. The thin film 

stack, along with the experimental configuration, is illustrated in Figure 1(a). The sputtering 

conditions are carefully chosen to obtain perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) in these films. 

The experiment is performed using magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE) microscopy in polar 

geometry46-49. A differential Kerr imaging is performed to observe the magnetic domains and to 

eliminate the contribution of any nonmagnetic intensities. Square pulses of the magnetic field are 

applied both in-plane and out-of-plane of the sample using two independent electromagnets. To 

nucleate a bubble, the thin film magnetization is saturated in one perpendicular direction followed 

by an out-of-plane field pulse in the opposite direction. The bubbles nucleate from defects or 

pinning centers present in the sample. The in-plane magnetic field (Hx) alone cannot nucleate or 

drive bubbles because of the strong PMA of the sample but it induces asymmetric motion when 

combined with the out-of-plane field (Hz). For proper synchronization and temporal overlap 

between the fields, the in-plane pulse is chosen longer than the out-of-plane pulse.  

 

 

Figure 1: (a) Schematic illustration of sample along with the field configuration of bubble expansion 

experiment. (b) Kerr microscopy images of magnetic bubbles at different field orientations. The 
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orientations for the Hx and Hz are denoted in the top right corner of each figure. Red and blue arrows 

indicate the propagation of opposite DWs from the nucleation center. White scale bars at the bottom right 

corner of each figure correspond to 20 µm. 

Results and Discussions 

Asymmetric bubble expansion  

Figure 1(b) shows differential Kerr images of magnetic bubbles in Ta(3 nm)/Pt(3 nm)/Co(0.6 

nm)/IrMn(3 nm) under six different field configurations. The dark and bright contrasts in this 

image indicate ↓ and ↑ out-of-plane configuration of the magnetization vector, respectively. Red 

and blue arrows indicate the expansion of ↓↑ and ↑↓ DWs while the black dot between the arrows 

indicates the nucleation center of the bubbles. Here, a 15 ms long out-of-plane field pulse (Hz=120 

Oe) is applied for the expansion of the bubbles. The direction of Hz is shown at the top right corner 

of each image. An additional in-plane field (Hx=2 kOe) is applied in some cases as indicated in the 

top right corner of the figures. 

We observe that without Hx the bubbles are circular or symmetric with respect to the origin. In the 

presence of Hx, the velocities of red and blue DWs are very asymmetric along x-direction. The 

asymmetry changes sign with the reversal of Hx. This asymmetry can be originated in two ways. 

In the widely accepted scenario, the presence of DMI creates an effective in-plane magnetic field, 

normal to the DW, and favors the Néel configuration50. An external magnetic field lowers the 

energy of one side of the bubble with respect to the other (in one case, Néel wall is enforced, while 

it is weakened in the other), resulting in an asymmetric creep expansion. Another scenario is 

possible, though, and does not necessitate the presence of a DM field. If no such field is present, 

magnetostatics dictates that the magnetic moments at the bubble boundary adopt a Bloch 

configuration. Applying an in-plane magnetic field, therefore, promotes Néel configuration. Thus, 

the two opposite sides of the bubble adopt the opposite chirality. If the magnetic damping is 

sensitive to this chirality51, then the opposite sides of the bubble are expected to dissipate energy 

differently, resulting in a different creep velocity and, thereby, an asymmetric expansion. As a 

general rule, one expects that both effects should coexist, and till now, it remains unclear how to 

distinguish them. To do so, we analyze the dependence of the velocity of the bubble boundary as 

a function of Hx and Hz . 
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In-plane field dependence of DW velocity 

The variation of DW velocities with Hx is studied in this section. Figure 2(a-f) shows velocities for 

↓↑ and ↑↓ DWs by red and blue curves plotted on the left side and velocity asymmetry (𝐴 =

2(𝑣↓↑ − 𝑣↑↓)/(𝑣↓↑ + 𝑣↑↓)) on the right side of each figure. The thickness of top Pt, dPt is indicated 

in each figure. Figure 2(a)-left shows that for dPt=0, the velocity of red DW is larger than blue at 

positive Hx. Moreover, the former increases with the field value whereas the latter decreases with 

it. At the negative field, we have the opposite scenario. All the curves in Figure 2 are symmetrically 

opposite with respect to zero field as the sample does not have any preferential direction. On the 

right side of Figure 2(a), the velocity asymmetry A changes sign from positive to negative as the 

field is reversed from positive to the negative direction. The magnitude of A increases faster at 

lower field and slows down at higher field, although any sign of saturation or bending is not 

observed until 3 kOe. In Figure 2(b) (dPt =0.2 nm) the velocity of the blue DW starts to increase 

beyond 2 kOe causing a bend in the A curve around the same region. At dPt =0.3 nm [Figure 2(c)] 

the bending of A curve is observed at a lower field of ~1.5 kOe which is followed by a sharp 

decrease across A=0. A rapid increase of the blue DW velocity crossing the red at 2 kOe gives rise 

to the sign reversal of asymmetry. For dPt =0.5 and 0.7 nm [Figure 2(d-e)], the bending feature is 

observed around 0.5 and 0.2 kOe and finally at dPt=1 nm [Figure 2(f)] the feature is not identified 

clearly. In Figure 2(f) the velocity of the blue DW is much larger than red at positive Hx. The 

asymmetry is opposite as compared to Figure 2(a) (dPt=0 nm). Apart from that, another contrast 

between Figure 2(a) and Figure 2(f) is the saturation field of asymmetry curves. In the first case 

no saturation is observed until 3 kOe while in the second case it occurs ~1.2 kOe. The shape of the 

velocity curves for dPt=0 and 1 nm are completely different. In the former case, it is exponential 

and in the latter case, it is linear. From these observations, it appears that there is a competition 

between two effects responsible for the velocity asymmetry, one dominating at lower values of dPt 

and the other at higher values of dPt. The chiral contribution to the magnetic energy, i.e., the DMI 

contribution, can be viewed as an internal in-plane field acting on the DW, a change of which 

causes an opposite lateral shift of in-plane velocity curves for the two opposite DWs. Any feature 

in the velocity curve thus gets laterally shifted and manifested at different Hx but at same velocity. 

The chiral contribution to energy dissipation, i.e. the CD, does not impact the magnetic energy 

itself, rather the attempt frequency controlling the thermal activation12,40. This gets the velocity 

curves shifted vertically in opposite directions, thus the feature manifested at same Hx but at 
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different velocities40. In Figure 2(b-e) as dPt increases the bending feature has been observed in a 

monotonically decreasing Hx. The pattern suggests that in Figure 2(a) the bending would occur 

beyond 3 kOe and in Figure 2(f) it has been masked at a Hx close to zero. The result indicates that 

the highest internal DMI field is obtained for dPt=0 sample which progressively vanishes upon 

increasing dPt. The observation is consistent with previous literature showing that DMI arising 

from opposite interfaces tend to cancel each other38,52. The exponential variation of the velocity 

curve in Figure 2(a) also supports that the asymmetry is coming from energy. In Figure 2(c) 

opposite asymmetry is observed across 2 kOe for the same applied field direction as the asymmetry 

curve crosses the zero line. A mere decrease in the internal DMI field cannot explain this 

phenomenon. Indeed, in such case the sign of A would remain the same for a particular direction 

of Hx. This unconventional sign reversal process suggests that a completely different mechanism 

takes over the DMI field upon increasing dPt. This mechanism is attributed to CD, eventually 

dominating over the internal DMI field which will be discussed in the later part of the paper. This 

argument is also supported by the non-exponential velocity curve in Figure 2(f) that strongly differ 

from the more exponential dependence observed in Figure 2(a). 
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Figure 2: (a-f: left) In-plane field dependent velocity curves of ↓↑ (red) and ↑↓ (blue) DWs and (a-f: 

right) corresponding velocity asymmetry for top Pt thicknesses of dPt =0, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 and 1 nm. 

 

To estimate the values of DMI field (HD) and its dependence upon increasing dPt , current-induced 

DW motion has been studied in presence of Hx. Thin film microstrips are fabricated using photo-

lithography. A transverse DW is created on the strip. Simultaneous current and Hx pulses are 

applied along the length of the film. The current drives the DW while the Hx either helps or opposes 

the propagation by favoring one Néel chirality over the other17, depending on the direction of the 

field. Thus, there exists a compensating Hx for which the current-induced DW velocity vanishes. 

In that case, the applied Hx completely opposes the internal HD. Thus, by measuring the 

compensation field we extract the HD value of the film. Figure 3(a) shows the velocity curve as a 

function of Hx for a constant current density. In our experiment, a ↓↑ DW is driven by current 

pulses from the left. A field parallel (antiparallel) to the current direction is considered positive 

(negative). For all different values of dPt, the DW velocity changes exponentially with the field. In 

each of the cases, there is a field range for which the velocity of the DW is zero and there exist 

two avalanche fields (Hav) in either side of which DW starts to move either along or opposite to 

the current direction, respectively. It is found that both the Havs converge to their mean value with 

increasing current density. This suggests that the mean value of Hav does not change with current 

density which is nothing but the HD of the sample. At lower current density the error associated 

with HD is larger because of the flatness of the curve. On the other hand, at higher current density 

the probability of nucleation of other domains masking the DW of interest increases. Hence, 

practically the experiment is limited to a certain current density and the corresponding error on 

HD. The estimated HD is plotted in Figure 3(b) as a function of dPt . The experiment confirms the 

DMI changes sign at dPt =3 nm. From dPt =0 to 1 nm HD decreases but does not change sign so as 

to explain the reversal of asymmetry in Figure 2. This observation confirms the scenario of the 

two distinct competing mechanisms. 
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Figure 3: (a) In-plane field dependent ↓↑ DW velocity. Inset shows the positive current and field 

convention. (b) The DMI field estimated as a function of dPt. 

Out-of-plane field dependence of DW velocity 

In the previous part, we have discussed asymmetric DW motion on qualitative grounds, avoiding 

entering into the details of the motion regime. General arguments based on the global behavior of 

the velocity asymmetry led us to postulate the competition between two chiral mechanisms. Let 

us now provide a more quantitative analysis of these two effects, based on the specific motion 

regime experienced by the DW. In our experiments, the DW moves in the thermally activated 

creep regime. Recent literature by Jué et al.40 shows that the velocity of DW in the creep regime 

can be modeled by creep scaling law as  

𝑣 = (𝑑0𝑓0). 𝑒
[

−𝑈𝐶(𝐻𝑃)

𝐾𝐵𝑇
(𝐻𝑧

−
1
4−𝐻𝑜

−
1
4)]

                                                       (1) 

 where, 𝐻𝑜 = 𝐻𝑃/𝐶4 (𝐶~1 is an empirical constant) and 𝑑0, 𝑓0, HP, and UC are the disorder 

correlation length, de-pinning attempt frequency, pinning field and pinning barrier respectively. In 

the exponent, the energy barrier 𝑈𝑐(𝐻𝑃) accounts for non-dissipative processes described by the 

magnetic energy functional. In particular, DMI is one such energy process that is discussed in 

previous literatures as a factor for controlling the asymmetry of the DW velocity41,42,52-55. On the 

other hand, 𝑓0 is inversely proportional to the energy dissipation56. In other words, a change in the 

exponential coefficient reflects a change in the energy functional while a change in the pre-factor 
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indicates a change in the energy dissipation of the system. When the logarithmic velocity is 

considered with respect to 𝐻𝑧
−1/4

, the curve is linear in the creep regime with a change in slope 

indicating change in the energy and vertical shift representing change in the dissipation. 

In Figure 4(a-f), logarithmic velocities are plotted with varying Hz for different dPt as mentioned 

in each figure. The variation is well fitted by straight lines with negative slope confirming that our 

measurement is in the creep regime. Each velocity curve is measured in presence of a constant Hx 

indicated in Figure 4a. For each Hx, there are two curves (red and blue) corresponding to the 

velocities of the opposite DWs. In general, the velocity curves in Figure 4 are approximately 

parallel or make a small angle with each other. For dPt=0 [Figure 4(a)], Hx shifts the red DWs to 

higher velocities and blue DWs to the to the lower velocities with respect to zero field curve. With 

increasing dPt [Figure 4(b-f)] the blue curves get rapidly shifted to higher velocities while the shift 

for the red curves is smaller. The unequal vertical shift of the opposite DWs suggests that the CD 

mechanism, present in the prefactor of Eq. (1), gets activated with the insertion of top Pt assisting 

the blue DW to move faster than the red and thus altering the asymmetry.  

In Figure 4(g) the difference in slopes for the opposite DWs, 𝛿𝑚 = (𝑚𝑟 − 𝑚𝑏) as obtained from 

Figure 4(a-f) are plotted as a function of Hx where 𝑚𝑟 and 𝑚𝑏 are the slopes of the red and blue 

lines respectively. The colors indicate different values of dPt as mentioned next to each curve. The 

circles are the experimental result and the solid lines are guide to the eye. It is observed that the 

curve saturates at smaller field for larger thickness of Pt. The slope gives information about the 

energy of the DWs. In the beginning, for a small Hx the energy difference between the opposite 

DWs is expected from DMI because one of the DWs is going against DMI while the other is going 

with it. But for a field above HD the magnetization of both the DWs eventually saturate pointing 

at the field direction resulting in a similar variation of energy and thereby saturation of their 

difference. The slope difference in Figure 4(g) corresponds to the energy difference while the 

saturation corresponds to the HD. Hence, a decrease of saturation field in Figure 4(g) infer a 

decreasing DMI with dpt. The analysis of current-driven (Figure 3) and out-of-plane field-driven 

(Figure 4) DW motion confirms the competition of two chiral mechanisms that we interpret as 

DMI and CD. 
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Figure 4: (a-f) out-of-plane field dependence of the logarithmic velocity of bubble domain. The scattered 

points are experimentally observed data while the straight lines are the fitted data. The red and blue lines 

correspond to ↓↑ and ↑↓ DW velocities (g) The slope difference for the opposite DWs obtained from 

Figure 4(a-f) as a function of Hx .  
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where 𝜎 represents energy density and ζ(0) is a constant independent of Hx. Substituting 𝜎(𝐻𝑥) 

by Dzyaloshinskii DW energy as described by Pellegren et al.57, the asymmetry from DMI can be 

approximated as 

 𝐴𝐷𝑀𝐼 = 2.
𝑒𝑐(𝐻𝑥+𝐻𝐷)1/4

− 𝑒𝑐(𝐻𝑥−𝐻𝐷)1/4

𝑒𝑐(𝐻𝑥+𝐻𝐷)1/4
+ 𝑒𝑐(𝐻𝑥−𝐻𝐷)1/4                                           (3), 

with c as a constant. An example 𝐴𝐷𝑀𝐼 curve is illustrated in figure 5(a) which can be characterized 

by its convergence to zero at Hx larger than HD. On the other hand, Lau et al.58, described changes 

in the velocity of the opposite DWs due to CD as ±𝛼𝑐𝑑𝑣0
∗cos(𝜙(𝐻𝑥)) assuming DW normal being 

perpendicular to Hx where 𝛼𝑐𝑑 is a weight factor, 𝑣0
∗ is the velocity independent of Hx and 𝜙(𝐻𝑥) 

is the angle between in-plane magnetization of the DW and Hx. Hence, the asymmetry from CD is 

given by 𝐴𝐶𝐷 = 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜙(𝐻𝑥). At higher field (Hx>HD), cos (𝜙) becomes 1 as the magnetization of 

the DW gets oriented along Hx resulting in a characteristic saturation of 𝐴𝐶𝐷 curve as illustrated in 

Figure 5(b). The asymmetry of Figure 5(a) and Figure 5(b) have distinct shapes with origin 

independent of each other. The resultant asymmetry is a weighted superposition of the two distinct 

asymmetry shapes (𝐴𝐷𝑀𝐼 and 𝐴𝐶𝐷) with respective weight factors 𝑤𝐷𝑀𝐼 and 𝑤𝐶𝐷. Figure 5(c) 

illustrates the combined asymmetry from 5(a) and 5(b) resulting in symmetry reversal. Such 

reversal is possible through the superposition of two opposite asymmetry curves as in the case of 

Figure 5(a) and Figure 5(b). All the asymmetry curves in Figure 2 are summarized in Figure 5(d). 

The curves are fitted by a combination of the two effects with the known values of HD from Figure 

3. The ratio of weight factors 𝑤𝐶𝐷 and 𝑤𝐷𝑀𝐼 has been plotted in Figure 5(e) as extracted from 

Figure 5(d). For dPt=0, 𝑤𝐶𝐷/𝑤𝐷𝑀𝐼 is zero which refers to the asymmetry having no contribution 

from CD but entirely from DMI. As dPt increases the ratio becomes negative. The non-zero 

magnitude indicates the existence of CD while the negative sign refers to the opposite impact of 

DMI and CD on asymmetry. The reason behind vanishing CD at dPt=0 could be associated to the 

presence of a completely different top interface of Co (i.e. Co-IrMn) as compared to the other 

samples (Co/Pt). This leads to a very different chiral damping behaviour with/without top Pt layer. 

The increasing magnitude of the ratio indicates that the effect of CD steadily increases over DMI 

upon increasing dPt, indicating a transition from a velocity asymmetry dominated by chiral energy 

to an asymmetry governed by chiral dissipation.  
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Figure 5: Illustration of characteristic Hx dependence of asymmetry from (a) DMI, (b) CD and (c) their 

combined effect. (d) Asymmetry curve fitting by combined DMI and CD model with circles and solid 

lines representing experimental and fitted data and (e) weight factor ratio of CD and DMI varying with 

top Pt thickness. 

Angle dependence of DW velocity 

To complete this study, we analyze the shape of the magnetic bubbles for various Pt thicknesses. 

Figure 6(a) shows bubble expansion in a sample with dPt=0 nm (left) and 1 nm (right) under the 

same field configuration. Based on the analysis provided above, these two samples correspond to 

different asymmetry mechanisms: the former is dominated by DMI, while the latter is dominated 

by CD. We immediately observe that the asymmetric bubble expansion in these two regimes is not 

only opposite but also present quite a different shape. To further analyze this behavior, we study 

the DW velocity as a function of angle θ, with respect to the Hx. First, a circular bubble is created 

by Hz and then it is expanded infinitesimally with a short out-of-plane field pulse in presence of 

Hx. From the differential image shown in Figure 6(b), displacements are obtained for different θ. 

The normalized displacements are summarized in Figure 6(c-e). For an infinitesimal expansion, 

the magnetization vector at a certain θ does not change significantly. Thus, the distance measured 

at an angle θ corresponds to the displacement of a particular magnetization vector at boundary 
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during expansion. Images in Figure 6(b) correspond to the Pt thickness dPt=0, 0.5 and 1 nm (top, 

middle and bottom panels) at three different fields Hx=0.5, 1 and 1.5 kOe (left, central and right 

panels). For dPt=0 nm the expansion is favored on the right side, for dPt=0.5 nm it is almost 

symmetric and for dPt=1 nm it expands mostly on the left side. Figure 6(c-e) shows normalized 

polar plot of DW velocity as a function of θ at three different Hx, 0.5kOe, 1 kOe and 1.5 kOe (top, 

middle and bottom panels). Here we clearly observed two distinct natures of θ dependence curve 

for dPt=0 nm (red) and dPt=1nm (magenta). For dPt =1 nm (magenta), the displacement is more 

sensitive to θ, resulting a sharp structure at 180° whereas for dPt=0 nm (red) the change in 

displacement is more gradual giving rise to a flatter curve having maxima at 0°. For dPt =0.5 (blue), 

we see a superposition of these two patterns. At lower field, Hx=0.5kOe the curve is more similar 

to dPt=0 nm, while with increasing field the curve starts having more similarities with dPt=1nm. 

From this observation, we can speculate, in line with the above discussion, that the two distinct 

angular dependence patterns at dPt=0 and 1 nm establish the fact that the asymmetry stems from 

two fundamentally different phenomena. Now we can identify that the flatter variation is a 

consequence of the energy-related asymmetry and the sharp variation corresponds to the CD. At 

dPt=0.5 nm, both the phenomena are contributing to the opposite asymmetry and thus the 

superposition effect is observed in the angular dependence curve. 
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Figure 6: (a) The shape of bubbles for dPt=0 and 1 nm for the same field configuration, (b) Differential 

Kerr image of small expansion of a circular bubble for different dPt at different values of Hx and (c-e) 

show the normalized angular displacements of bubbles corresponding Hx= 0.5, 1 and 1.5 kOe. Red, blue 

and magenta curves correspond to top Pt thickness of 0, 0.5 and 1 nm respectively. 

Conclusions 

In summary, we systematically study field-driven bubble expansion in structure lacking inversion 

symmetry. In such samples, magnetic bubbles expand asymmetrically in presence of in-plane and 

out-of-plane field. The velocity of the DW in the creep regime can be well fitted by the creep 

scaling law. The velocity asymmetry can occur along or opposite to the field direction depending 

on the DW chirality and DMI of the sample. Damping and energy are the most important factors 

which control the asymmetry. Energy-related asymmetry corresponds to a change in a slope while 

CD asymmetry can be identified through a vertical shift in the out-of-plane velocity curve. In this 

study, the velocity asymmetry is investigated in Ta(5 nm)/Pt(3 nm)/Co (0.6 nm)/Pt/IrMn(3 nm) by 

systematically increasing the Pt layer thickness between Co and IrMn metal surface. The thickness 

of Pt varies from 0 to 1 nm. With no Pt, the asymmetry is dominated by energy having a strong 

effective internal field. As Pt thickness increases the internal field starts to disappear while at the 

same time CD appears taking a leading role on asymmetry. The CD asymmetry acts opposite to 

the energy asymmetry. As a result of these two competing effects, the asymmetry reversal occurs 

with increasing Pt thickness. The study is helpful for the effective control of magnetic bubbles 

which can be used for future memory and logic-based applications. 
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